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•ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is concerned with an image processing algorithm that performs 

image enhancement and restoration. Closed form maximum entropy filtering will be 

derived from its foundations in classical Wiener filtering and maximum entropy theory. Ad 

hoc variations of Wiener filtering will be introduced and discussed in terms of information 

density. The language of information density will be used to examine the entropy filter and 

its merits. These merits will be demonstrated through a series of numerical simulations of 

real and artificial astronomical objects. The results of these simulations will be shown to be 

a to 50% improvement over the classical Wiener estimate. The closed form ma-\imum 

entropy filter will be adapted to the blind deconvolution problem. A test pattern will be 

estimated to demonstrate the potential power of this adaptation. 
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C H A P T E R  1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Enhancement Versus Restoration 

A variety of techniques are available for processing images. These teciiniques vary in 

their comple.vity and intended use. All of the techniques assume some original object that 

has been degraded to create an image. The degradation may occur through system optics, 

the atmosphere or instrumental noise and may be additive or multiplicative. Image 

enliancement and image restoration are closely related in that they both attempt to process 

the image so that the resulting estimate is an improvement over the image according to 

some pre-established criteria. 

The intent of image enhancement is to upgrade the image for human viewers. 

Without exploiting the characteristics of the signal, the image is processed to improve the 

image quality, appearance or some qualitative characteristic. Each of these traits is highly 

dependent on the human viewer and do not lend themselves to objective measures. What 

one viewer considers enhancement another viewer might consider degradation. Since the 

character of the signal is not used in enhancement algorithms, the techniques tend to be 

easy to implement and of limited computational complexity. 

Examples of improvement are the modification of the dynamic range as in gray scale 

modification [1-5] or an emphasis in the edge content as in high pass filtering [6]. Noise in 



the image can be smoothed, for example, by low pass filtering [6] or median filtering [7, 8] 

resulting in an estimate that is more visually appealing. Unfortunately, the enhancements 

may not closely resemble the object prior to degradation. 

Image restoration often results in image enhancement, but also improves the image in 

some quantitative sense. All image restoration techniques e.xploit some aspect of the object 

and its degradation. In the simplest form of image restoration, inverse filtering, the 

reciprocal of the transfer function is used to restore the image to the original object. This 

restoration technique restores the object, including high fi-equencies, to its original form. 

Inevitably some kind of noise is present in the process and the inverse filter amplifies it. 

This corrupts the restoration process and destroys the estimate. The transfer function may 

also have zeros that will make the inverse filter undefined at those zeros. To remedy these 

problems, a number of tecliniques are used to introduce a cutoff in the fi-equency of the 

inverse filter [9-13] and improve performance. 

1.2 Classical Linear Filtering 

Wiener filtering [14, 15] introduces a cutoff in the frequency response by obtaining 

an estimate of the object that differs from the object in a minimum mean square sense. By 

requiring the minimum mean square error between the object and the estimate, a natural 

quantitative criterion is introduced into the restoration process. Other authors have 

considered more complicated error norms as quantitative criteria [16, 17]. 

The Wiener filter is an effective means of introducing a cutoff based on the noise 

characteristics in the image. The problem with the minimum mean square error criterion is 
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that the estimates are not particularly pleasing to the eye [18, 19], The error criterion 

weights all error equally regardless of gray level. This leads to estimates often are smoother 

and contain more blur than one would prefer. Estimates can also become negative which is 

not desirable in incoherent imaging systems where the quantity measured is an irradiance 

distribution. 

A number of improvements have been made to the classic Wiener filter. Power 

spectrum equalization [20] restores the power spectrum of the image to its original 

amplitude. Although it is very similar to the Wiener filter, it has the advantage of not 

cutting off at zeros of the transfer function. The geometric mean filter [21] is a 

generalization of both the Wiener filter and power spectrum equalization. It allows the user 

to manipulate parameters in order to produce an estimate that is more pleasing to the 

human eye. 

Many other restoration methods exist to improve upon the performance of the classic 

Wiener filters and its derivatives. The Richardson-Lucy restoration algorithm [22, 23] is an 

iterative technique used e.xtensively in astronomy. It is based upon Bayes' Theorem, 

P{x I \ )P( \ ) = Piy I x)P{.v). The probability Pfyj can be rewritten using the partition law 

as P { y )  = J"P( V I z ) P { z ) d z  .  Inserting this equation into Bayes' Theorem yields. 

(1 .1)  

By multiplying both sides of this equation by P(y) and integrating overy we obtain 
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(1.2) 

By identifying each probability with an optical inteqpretation, we can discern the 

Richardson-Lucy algorithm. The conditional probabilities connect the object space .r with 

the image space v and therefore represent the point spread function and the restoration. P(x) 

represents the object distribution o(x) and P(y) represents the image distribution /(vy.The 

point spread function t(x,y) is identified with the conditional probability P(y\x). Under 

isoplanatic conditions, we obtain 

where ® indicate convolution and i is the iteration number. 

The algorithm yields the maximum likelihood solution and has the advantage of 

conserving energy. It also yields estimates that are normegative. Convergence can be slow, 

but recent results have improved the rate of convergence considerably [24]. Additionally, 

determining when to stop the iteration is considered somewhat of an art. If the algorithm is 

stopped too early or too late, the restoration gives results that are inadequate. 

1.3 Maximum Entropy Filtering 

Jaynes originated the idea of a maximum entropy estimate [25]. Frieden demonstrated 

the promise of maximum entropy to the restoration of optical images [26, 27], In these 

classic papers, the object estimate o(.v) is required to have maximum entropy across its 

o,(.r)(g>/(.v) 
(1.3) 
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field. In other words, // = - | d[,Yo(.x')ln(5(A) must be ma.ximized. In terms of discrete 
field 

\ ariables, the object to be estimated o(.v^) is subject to the constraints 

^o(.r ) = (9„, 

J 
fl.4) 

/ = !  

where ofCy is the object distribution, 0,ot is the total pi.xel level, is the noise and ify,J 

is the image distribution. The point spread function i(y„„Xjj connects these quantities. By 

using entropy in a variational principal we produce an estimate that is maximally smooth 

(subject to the constraints). In particular. 

/ = ! 

-// ^o(.v^ )-0, 
y = i  

(1.5) 

= ma.\imum 

where /i(.\„.) are Lagrange multipliers. By taking the partial derivative with respect to 

o(x^) and solving for o(x.), we get the estimate 

f 
6(.v,) = exp -1 - ^ )t{y^, .v,) (1.6) 

In the continuous limit and under isoplanatic conditions, this yields the estimate 
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o(.r) =/iexp(/i(.r)® r(.v)) (1.7) 

where a is a constant and ® denotes convolution. This equation is the essence of maximum 

entropy object estimation. It consists of an e.xponential of a convolution with the point 

spread function. Estimates are guaranteed to be nonnegative and produce strong resolution 

beyond the bandwidth when allowed by the noise. Subsequent work applied this formalism 

to radio images [28], X-ray data [29], and gamma ray data [30]. More recent work has 

proven quite successful in the restoration of Hubble Space Telescope data [31]. In this 

work, the algorithm used to restore the optical object is, like the Richardson-Lucy 

algorithm, iterative. It suffers from many of the same pitfalls. The restoration of the object 

6^ takes the form = ce.xp(/<S>/t^.) where ® denotes convolution, t is the point spread 

function (PSF), c is a scaling factor and are Lagrange multipliers. To find the 

multipliers, the estimate is iteratively imaged and checked against the image data for 

consistency. 

In this dissertation we will reconcile some of the problems inherent in iterative 

techniques with the troubling positivity and smoothing problems of the classic techniques. 

By combining a maximum entropy estimate with a quantitative error criterion we hope to 

avoid all of these pitfalls. We will seek an estimate of the form <5 = exp(/®/i)that 

minimizes an error criterion. By choosing the error criterion carefully, we will show that 

the error in the estimate is highest for high gray levels in the estimate and lowest for low 

gray levels in the estimate. This appealing quality yields restorations that are more pleasing 
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due to the intensity perceiving character of the human eye. Additionally, the restoring 

equation is a closed form resulting in a noniterative algorithm. Restorations of three 

different objects in the presence of differing levels of Gaussian noise will illustrate the 

utility of the closed form maximum entropy approach. 

1.4 Blind Deconvolution 

All of the restoration techniques outlined above require the PSF of the imaging 

system. This may be known in advance or obtained through the image of an isolated point 

source in the image. Often the PSF is not available and must be estimated along with the 

object. This problem is referred to as the blind deconvolution problem. 

A group of techniques attempt to solve the blind deconvolution problem by 

minimizing an error metric [32, 33]. An initial estimate of the object is obtained that 

satisfies some known constraints in image space. The transfer function is estimated from 

this estimate and the image data using a Wiener filter. After imposing image constraints, 

the roles of the PSF and object are reversed and used to find a new estimate of the object. 

This process is iterated until some error metric is minimized. Optimization is accomplished 

using conjugate gradient techniques. 

Another group of methods obtain the object estimate and PSF estimate separately and 

iteratively. Either the object or PSF estimate is held constant and used to estimate the other 

quantity. The estimate is obtained by Wiener type filtering [34] or the Richardson-Lucy 

algorithm [35, 36]. This iteration is used to alternately estimate the object or PSF based 

upon the other being held constant. 
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Although all of these methods are iterative in nature, closed form techniques do exist 

for estimating specific types of point spread functions. In the case of motion blur [37], the 

image data can be used to determine the blur direction and its properties. With this 

information in hand, the PSF can be estimated and used in a Wiener filter to determine an 

object estimate. 

[n this dissertation we will follow the philosophy of the second approach. From an 

initial guess of the PSF, the closed form maximum entropy approach developed in this 

dissertation will be used to estimate a refined estimate of the PSF. The object will be 

estimated using this PSF in the closed form entropy filter. Restorations of a test pattern will 

illustrate the potential power of this method in low noise situations. 
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C H A P T E R  2  

IMAGING PRELIMINARIES 

2.1 Definition 

We wish to estimate a two dimensional object function o(x.y) given an image 

function i(x.y). The image is formed from an incoherent optical system with a known point 

spread function t(x.y). In addition, the image suffers from additive noise n(x.y). The image 

is related to the point spread function, object and noise through the convolution 

The convolution can be written in spatial frequency space using Fourier transforms. 

i { x ,  y )  = 1 1  d x ' d y ' t { x .  v;.v', v) + n{x, y) 
(2.1) 

S t { x ,  y )  ®  o { x .  _v) + //(.V, v) 

/  ( c ,  r j )  =  T  ( c ,  r j ) 0 { c .  r j )  +  r j )  (2.2) 

where the Fourier transforms are denoted as 

=  F . T . { i { x , y ) ] ,  T { c , n )  =  F . T . { i i x ,  y ) } ,  

0 { c , n )  =  / ^ . / " . { © ( . r .  v ) } ,  N i c , r j )  s  F . T . { n { x , y ) }  
(2.3) 

The goal of our image restoration is to obtain an estimate of the object distribution 

o('xy), denoted by d(x,y). To do this, we will examine a number of filtering approaches. 
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To simplify the concepts, we will proceed with functions of one variable acknowledging 

that the extension to functions of two variables is straightforward. 

2.2 Gray Scale Transformation 

The use of a function f(x) on a picture is commonly called a point operation [1, 5]. 

The function maps each input pixel's gray level to another gray level that depends only on 

the input pixel's gray level. This correspondence may be expressed as 

M-r) = /[a(.r)] (2.4) 

where a(x) and b(x) are the input and output pictures. In our filtering operation we need to 

be able to reverse this point operation using the inverse This requires that/be a one to 

one continuous function over the gray levels of the input picture. Under these 

circumstances, 

a { x )  =  f - ' [ b { x ) ]  (2.5) 

Point operations are commonly used in photometric calibration and contrast 

enhancement. Linear point operations are useful for scaling and shifting a picture's gray 

scale histogram. Nonlinear point operations are more robust. Like linear point operations, 

they can predictably change the histogram of the picture. Since the histogram and 

probability density functions are related, the probability density fianction of the picture's 

gray levels is also changed. This allows the transformed object's statistics to change in a 

more complex fashion. 
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In the case of a one dimensional picture with a histogram H a(x), an arbitrary pixel 

with gray level Da is mapped to Db = /(DJ. In terms of the histogram Hb(x). the area under 

Hb(x) between Db and Db -^b must equal the area under Ha(x) between Da and Da ^ 

AD A- Mathematically speaking, 

l-Or, - AZ);, ^ , - A£> . 
H , { x ) d x = \ ^  • H , { x ) d x  (2.6) 

For AD A and AD b suitably small, HG{DG)ADG = H ̂ (DJAD^ and the histogram after the 

mapping is given by 

HAD.)^!^§A ,2.7) 

AD, 

If \\e let AD a approach 0, we can replace the finite intervals with their corresponding 

differentials. 

clD, clD^ 

In terms of output variables, this can be rewritten as 

[NO A 

H , \ r \ x ) \  

/'[/-'w] 
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If we divide these histograms by the area of the picture, we obtain a corresponding 

expression for the probabiHty density functions. 

Using these expressions we can see how the gray level transformation alTects both the 

histogram and probability densit>' function of the picture's pixel values. 

A number of transformations will be examined in this paper. The contrast in 

midrange pixel values can be increased at the expense of light and dark pi.xels [5] using 

Dm represents the maximum gray level over which the pixel value is nonzero. The 

parameter a takes on values on (0, 1). Higher values of a indicate increased contrast in the 

midrange. This is due to the horizontal stretching the transformation has on a picture's 

histogram. 

The transformation given by 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 
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has the opposite effect [5]. This transformation compresses a picture's histogram 

horizontally resulting in a decrease in contrast in the midrange gray level. A corresponding 

increase in contrast in light and dark gray levels also occurs. 

The key transformation in this paper is the logarithm transformation given by 

This transformation is similar to (2.12). It causes a compression in the horizontal scale of a 

picture's histogram. In addition, the vertical scale is also compressed from [0, 255] to 

[ln(0), ln(255)]. This poses a minor inconvenience since ln(0) is undefined. This can easily 

be a\oided by redefining the transformation to f{x) = ln(.v+1). Since most images do not 

have gray levels equal to 0, this change is rarely needed. 

2.3 Information Density 

Information density C(^ has been used to analyze and compare filters [38-40]. It is 

defined as 

This function is a valid measure of the quality of the image and its ability to be restored. It 

allows the system optics, the object, and noise to affect the information in the image as we 

intuitively know they should. At frequencies outside of the optical passband T{^ is equal 

to zero and consequently C(^ is equal to zero. In regions of high noise where is 

/(.r) = ln(A-) (2.13) 

C(c) = ln 1 + (2.14) 
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much greater than \T, C(^ is approximately zero as we would intuitively 

expect. 

2.4 Inverse Filtering 

Inverse filtering is an effective method of restoring an image degraded by blurring 

[19]. Let us temporarily ignore any noise so that the image formation is given by a simple 

convolution, 

/(.v) =/(.v)® o(.y) (2.15) 

where the point spread function t(x) is assumed knowTi. By Fourier transforming both sides 

of this equation, we obtain 

I{co) = T{co)0{co) (2.16) 

By solving for we get an estimate of the form 

= a,.. (#)/(?) 

where .'\in\ is a filter function given by 

= (2.18) 

To apply the filter, the image is Fourier transformed and multiplied by the filter function. 

The result is inverse Fourier transformed to obtain an estimate of the object 6,„^,(.r). 
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When noise is added to the imaging process, the estimate is degraded significantly. When 

T(^ is small, the filter is very large. This means that noise in the region where is 

large will be amplified. Introducing a cutoff y in the filter [19] can reduce this undesirable 

effect. The inverse filter then takes the form 

i .. 1 

nc) \nc)\ 
ii (2-19) 
'/-—— otherwise 

This filter limits the fi^equency response to some threshold yet preserves the sign. Noise is 

limited to certain regions, but at the expense of high fi-equency detail. 

2.5 Wiener Filtering 

The Wiener filter [14, 15] /C„(-v) restores an object function o(.r) in terms of basis 

f u n c t i o n s  i { x ) ,  

o^i-x)  = (.V) ® i{x)  (2.20) 

where o,, (.v) is the Wiener estimate of the object. To find a closed form solution for the 

filter function, we minimize the error squared ber\veen the estimate of the object and the 

true object, 

e = /  J^/.v[o(.r)-o^. (.r)]'\smin (2.21) 
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w here ( ) denotes an ensemble average. Applying Parseval's Theorem to the error norm 

yields 

e  =  l  i j c | 0 ( c ) - a ( c )  (2.22) 

The capital letters denote a Fourier transform of ±e corresponding small case function. The 

mean of an integral equals the integral of the means so the angle brackets may be moved. 

e= \dcl\0{c)-dA^ (2.23) 

To simplify the notation, we remove the independent variable for the rest of the section. 

The modulus can be squared out to obtain. 

e= \dc{\o\-^\d^ -oo'-oo: (2.24) 

where * denotes comple.x conjugation. The Fourier transform of the object estimate is 

given bv 

0,.(c) = ./v..(c)/(c) (2.25) 

After substituting into (2.24) yields 

go 

e= \  dc 
—cc 

|o|')+./l (l^P) - [ ' o ) -  K .  
(2.26) 
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Defining the power spectrums of the object and noise to be (f>^ = <2^ = (l^O' 

expression for the error norm becomes 

33 
e =  J  d c  

—oo 

* / *\ * * 
S  +  a  a  -  a  { l O  ) - \  i l  O  
° iv vv ' vf \ / w \ 

(2.27) 

The Euler-Lagrange solution for this minimization problem must satisfy 

+a.a>. -a. (/0->-a; (/•o)] = + A.a:4-A,(/0-)-a: {ro)_ 
(2.28) 

where A", = . After carrying out the derivatives this expression becomes 

0 = fia.-(/-0) (2.29) 

This yields a closed form solution for the Wiener filter of 

{ro) 
(2.30) 

Using the imaging equation in the frequency domain, the Wiener filter can be expressed in 

its usual fomi. 
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^ ((ro-^;v)o) 

(2.31) 

|nc)|v„(c)+«^„(c) 

In this equation the noise is assumed to be unrelated to the object so that (-'VO^ = 0. The 

object is obtained using 

o„(.v) = F.r.{A„(c)/(c)f (2.32) 

An alternate expression for the information density is obtained by noting that 

{ZJ,(/) = |r(^[" {Z>„(^+ jzJ„(c). By combining the terms inside the information densities 

loaarithm, we obtain 

C(cl = In (2.33) 

By taking the exponential of both sides of this definition and inverting, this definition can 

be rewritten as 

- a / )  <f>S4) (2.34) 

Therefore, 
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<PXC) 
(2.35) 

Since /" = T'O' -r- N' and = 0. (2.30) can be rewritten as 

A„(c) = 
<PXc) 

(2.36) 

By multiplying the numerator and denominator by T, 

A.(C) = 1 |nrf^„(co 

he) ^,(c) 

1 
(2.37) 

This e.xpression demonstrates that the Wiener filter is simply an inverse filter modulated by 

1 - e'*^. This has the effect of an inverse filter at frequencies where the information density 

is high and modulates the noise where the information density is low. Using (2.30) in 

(2.27) yields an expression for the minimum error 

<P.X^ (2.38) 

Factoring (j)o and using (2.35), 

(2.39) 
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Equations (2.37) and (2.39) give insight into the inner workings of the Wiener filter. When 

there is a high amount of noise present in the image, (p^ ~ , and the information density is 

appro-ximately zero. The filter then blanks out such frequencies. A,. ^ 0. with 

corresponding minimum error. 

When the amount of noise present in the image is small, -j- is much greater than 1, so 

C(/) is approximately ln| j and large. In this case, the Wiener filter acts like an 

inverse filter. 

\\ ith corresponding minimum error 

^ (2.42) 
i \T{c)\-

2.6 Parametric Wiener Filter 

A parameter may be inserted into the Wiener filter [21] to improve its performance. 

The frequency response of this filter is given by 
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^ par (^r'7') 
\n^\- ̂ ^g) + y^Ac) 

(2.43) 

This filter allows the amount of noise smoothing to be adjusted through the choice of y. A 

choice of 7 = 1 is a straight Wiener filter. A choice of y < 1 yields less smoothing due to 

noise. 

Using information density, the parametric Wiener filter may be written as 

l  +  ( / - l ) e  -a/i (2.44) 

The parameter y allows the effect of the information to be selectively tuned by the user. 

2.7 Power Spectrum Equalization 

Another ad hoc variation of the Wiener filter is power spectrum equalization [20]. 

This filter is described by 

a...(c) = 
|nc)|-^„(c) + (^„(#) 

>< 

(2.45) 

Compared to the Wiener filter, the power spectrum filter differs in two key aspects. The 

exclusion of T* in the numerator means that the filter does not cut off at zeros of the 

transfer fiinction. Additionally, the filter yields an estimate whose power spectrum is the 
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same as the object's power spectrum. This is demonstrated by noting that the power 

spectrum of the estimate is given by 

(2.46) 

.A. disadvantage of the power spectrum filter is that it is phaseless. This means that is useful 

only in situations where the transfer function is not complex or where the phase can be 

estimated using some other method. 

The power spectrum filter is easily written in terms of information density as 

(2.47) 

2.8 Geometric Mean Filters 

.A. more general filter [21] based on the Wiener filter is given by 

T'jcl 

inc)!' 

T\c)^Ac) 
l-ct 

(2.48) 

where a and y are positive real constants. Various choices for a and y results in the filters 

described above. These results are summarized in the table below. 
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Parameter Choice Resulting Filter 

a = 1 Inverse Filter 

R
 II p
 

-s
; II Wiener Filter 

R
 II o
 

Parametric Wiener Filter 

II II a
 Power Spectrum Equalization 

Table 2.1 - Parameter choices for the geometric mean filter. 

To put the geometric mean filter into information density language is a little more 

complicated. We start by rewriting the filter. 

T ' { c )  

\ n c ) f  ai£) 
(2.49) 

The definition of information density can be written as 

Jncf e-"-' 

l - e  -C(/) 
(2.50) 

After substituting this expression into the filter and performing some routine algebra we 

obtain 

a^,„(c;cir,/l) = 
he) 

l - e  -C(c) l~a 
(2.51) 
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The results derived earlier suggest separating the quantity in brackets to obtain 

A (if;ar./?)= (l-e 
gtn v, ' - '  t( ' Tie)  l + (/-l)e -C(/) 

(2.52) 

In this e.xpression we see elements of all of the earlier filters. The factor is a simple 

inverse filter that does most of the deconvolution. The ^1) factor is a Wiener 

contribution that introduces noise suppression in the filter based on the amount of 

information in the image. The factor contributed by parametric Wiener 

filtering fine tunes the noise suppression. The geometric mean filter allows the second two 

factors to be adjusted further through the choice of a. A key point to note is that the two 

fine tuning factors both depend on the information density and thus the relative sizes of the 

object and noise power spectrums. 

2.9 Performance Measures 

The true measure of a filter's performance can be qualitative or quantitative. Human 

obser\'ers have traditionally judged enhancement algorithms. This allowed the limitations 

and desires of the user to enter into the enhancement process. Restoration algorithms have 

relied upon numerical measures. By optimizing some numerical quantity of merit, we can 

easily determine which algorithms restore the object best. Unfortunately, restorations that 

closely resemble the original object are not always the most pleasing to the human eye. A 

compromise must often be reached between the two types of processing. 
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The Wiener filter minimizes the squared error errovsc between the object and the 

estimate, 

errot\^ = 

i 

Since the Wiener is an optimum filter, we can expect no better error with respect to this 

nomi. But the error at each pixel is weighted equally regardless of pixel gray level. This 

suggests a new error measure errorf^e which utilizes an arbitrary nonnegative functiony^.vy, 

error 
i 

The functional error allows us to weight the error based upon the gray level values of the 

object o(Xi) and estimate o(.y, ). These error metrics allow the comparison of an individual 

filter with respect to different levels and types of noise. They tell us little about the 

perfonnance of the filters with respect to each other since the fijnction/can drop the gray 

levels in a picture. This lowers its functional error proportionally. 

Two simple error measures that avoid this problem are the absolute error and relative 

error. We define the mean absolute error to be 

^ j=l 

The mean relative error is defined by 
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i ^ o(.v-)-o(.r,) 
o(x,)  

(2.56) 

where N is the number of pi.xels in the restoration. In addition, we will also be interested in 

the error for each of these metrics on a point by point basis. 

) = |o( )| error^^i (.r,) = 
o(.x-,)-o(.r,) 

o(.v,) 
(2.57) 

We shall see later that these error measures play an important role in the effectiveness of 

our algoritlim. 

Another error metric commonly used in image processing is the normalized mean 

squared error (NMSE). The normalized mean square error between the object o(x) and the 

estimated object o(.v) is defined by 

r -  1 Far\o(x)-d(x)]  
NMSE[o(.), OM] = 100 .—1-^-^% (2.58) 

Var[ ] is the variance. This definition insures that the intensity fluctuations and not the 

intensity itself affect the normalized mean square error. This is of great importance in the 

our simulations as typical astronomical objects have a significant background level that 

should not affect quantification of the performance. 
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C H A P T E R  3  

DERIVATION 

3.1 Entropy Filtering 

Maximum entropy filtering restores an object o(x) as an exponential function as 

demonstrated by equation (1.7). Ignoring the constant A and using Lagrange multipliers 

, we get 

To find the kernel a.' , the estimate is substituted into the imaging equation (2.1). By 

\ ar>'ing a SO that the resulting image estimates match the given image data, we can find 

an appropriate A'. In order to avoid this time consuming iterative approach, it is desirable 

to represent the object in terms of basis functions i(x) instead of basis functions t(x). We 

want a processing kernel /i(.v) that satisfies 

In order to satisfy (3.2), x.„,(.r) ® i{x) must equal A'{x)®t{x). For a given A' , /, and t,  a 

processing kernel can be found. 

o,„,(-v) = exp(A'(x)(8)t(x)) (3.1) 

(-V) = exp( X (.r) ® /( .Y)) (3.2) 

(3.3) 
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To use this equation directly would require the iterative procedure described above. Instead 

we will seek an estimate that is correct in a statistical sense. Following the development of 

the Wiener filter, we will find a filter that minimizes an L2 error norm. 

We will start from a more general viewpoint of (3.2) and instead seek an object 

estimate of the form 

where f is the inverse of another function f .  The function f  must be one to one and 

continuous over the domain of object and image values. We will minimize the error norm 

given by 

The choice of the flmction/and its inverse become clear when (3.4) is substituted into (3.5) 

to obtain 

Parseval's Theorem can be applied to this equation to convert the problem to frequency 

d ^ { x ) = r \ A ^ { x ) ® i { x ) )  (3.4) 

mm (3.5) 

mm (3.6) 

space, 
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e = ̂  Idc\F{c)  -  i \ f ic)nci \  ^  = min (3.7) 

where F(c)  = F.T.{ f (o)} .  Squaring out the modulus and taking the expectation term by 

term yields 

•x: 

e  = i<//[«), + { I F ' ) -  a", (/•/=•)' (3.s) 

where (p^ = / and arguments of functions have been suppressed for clarity. The Euler-

Lagrange solution of (3.S) must satisfy 

(3.9) 

By canying out the derivatives, the equation simplifies to 

o = a^4-(/-f) (3.10) 

The closed form solution for the filter is 

•'V = 
(/•F) 

(3.11) 

Rewriting the power spectrum, (zJ = |r|' , the filter becomes 
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(3.12) 

By making a guess at the object, we can find F and the ensemble avei^ge. Since /, T, <4, 

and (pn are knowTi, we can calculate the filter and use (3.4) to find the object estimate. In the 

case of /(a) = ln{.v) and /''(.v) = exp(.v). the estimate is a maximum entropy estimate. 

3.2 Tendency Toward Constant Relative Error Across the Field 

The error norms (2.21) and (3.5) have been shown to have usefiil properties [41]. 

These properties help to illuminate the merits of each error norm. Let the estimated object 

be expressed as 

where Ao^.y> is the error in a particular restoration algorithm. The error norm for the Wiener 

filter can be rewritten as 

The total error is a function of the absolute errors at each point in the object. We desire the 

general tendency of the error irrespective of any particular piece of image data. The total 

error e„bs is known so utilizing that constraint. 

<5(.y) = o(.v) -r Ao(.v) (3.13) 

mm 
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J dv(Ao(x))' +// j dxAo(x)-e^^^ = mm (3.15) 

The Lagrange solution of this minimization problem satisfies 2Ao(x) + // = 0 . Since fi is a 

constant, this equation has a solution of Ac»(.y) = constant. This indicates that without any 

piece of image data, the absolute error across the object is constant. 

A similar calculation may be carried out in the case of entropy filtering. In this case, 

/(x) = In(.v) so the error norm (3.5) becomes 

The total error is a function of the relative error at each point in the object. In this case 

we assume the total relative error e^-/ is known so that we can write the minimization 

problem as 

J flLr(In(o(.v)) - ln(o(.v)))" (3.16) 

The substitution (3.13) lets us rewrite the error norm as 

(3.17) 

mm (3.18) 

By letting y(.v) = we can simplify the problem. 
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a; T. 

Ji iY( ln( l  + y( .v) ) )"  + / /  IcLx\ \x)  -e , , ,  = min (3.19) 

The solution to this minimization problem satisfies 

21n(l-^ \-(.r)) + // = 0 (3.20) 
yi -x)  +1 

.A.S before, this equation has the trivial solution y(.r) = constant. In the absence of any 

image data, the relative error is constant. This indicates that in general, the tendency of the 

entropy filter is a constant relative error. 

These tendencies outlined above dictate the relative performance of the Wiener filter 

and the entropy filter. A constant absolute error across the object will result in low gray 

levels being washed out. The merit in this behavior is that the error at high gray levels will 

be appro.ximately the same as the error at low gray levels. A constant relative error across 

the object will result in small errors for low gray levels and large errors for high gray 

levels. 

Literature on human visual perception [18, 19] has determined that the human eye is 

forgi\ ing when it comes to errors in bright areas and high gradient areas of images. The 

ability to resolve two visual stimuli that are the same e.xcept for their intensities is 

accomplished by measuring the just noticeable difference (JND). This can be done through 

a psychophysical experiment where individuals are asked to discriminate between two 

intensities / and I + AI. When Af is large, individuals can distinguish between the levels 
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most of the time. As AI is decreased, the percentage of the time individuals can 

discriminate the intensity levels decreases. The JND at / can be defined as the AI at which 

an individual can discriminate the levels 75% of the time. Based on these studies, Weber's 

law states that the JND AI is proportional to /, 

- constant (3.21) 

This indicates that as / is increased, a larger AI is needed in order to perceive a difference 

between / and I AI. For our purposes, this is interpreted to mean that a given error at a 

high gray level is less perceptible than the same error at a low gray level. Thus the error 

tendency induced by the entropy filter is precisely the error to which the eye is most 

tolerant. 

3.3 Restoration Objects 

The entropy algorithm was tested for a number of objects. Simulations of image data 

were produced using the imaging equation. An ensemble of images was created using an 

ensemble of simulated noise as indicated in figure 3.1. 
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o(.v) 

0{^ 
Nose free image 

i p i x )  i p i g )  

",(-V)---//P(.Y) 

N , { c ) - N , { c )  

Figure 3.1 - The Fourier transform of the object and image were used to create a noise 

free image. The addition of simulated noise yields the ensemble of images required by 

the filtering process. 

Additive normal noise was used to degrade the images. The noise was sampled from 

the probability law 

p(x)=^=L==e\p .v 

V2. jTcr V 

(3.22) 

where a is the standard deviation of the noise. 

The point spread function used to create the noise free images was Gaussian. The 

specific form used in the simulations was 

t(x) = —^— Gauss 
^btur 

f \ 
x 

V ^blur j 

where Gaussi^x) = exp(-/T.r") (3.23) 
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where cTbiur indicates the level of blur in the image. Two different artificial objects were 

used to create ensembles of images. In each of these objects a background gray level of 50 

was used reflecting the typical situation in an astronomical object. The first object was 

simply a narrow rectangle fianction simulating an isolated point source. The second object 

was a narrow triangle function superimposed on a wide triangle fianction. A third object 

consisting of a star field was also estimated. 

250--

200--

150--

100--

50 

0 

250--

200--

I50--

100--

50-

100 200 0 100 

b 

200 

Figure 3.2 - Two objects used to create the ensemble of images, a) Simple rectangle 

object on a background of 50. b) A narrow and a wide triangle function superimposed on 

each other on a background of 50. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the process by which the object estimates were obtained. An ensemble 

of guesses is obtained and gray scale transformed using (2.12) or (2.13). The ensemble 

average is formed using the available image data. With the knowTi quantities T, <4, 

and (pn, the filter can be formed and used to estimate the gray scale object in frequency 

space F. The object estimate is obtained by applying the inverse gray scale 

transformation. 
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("•) ("•) 
',(-v)---/p(-r) 

n" fP. + <Pn 

I 

f - \ F )  

J 
o.„(-v) 

Figure 3.3 - The entropy filtering process assuming an ensemble of object guesses and 
images 

3.4 Restoration of a Rectangle Object 

•A. rectangle object was estimated for three different levels of Gaussian noise (cr = 1, 

5, 10). Figures 3.4 through 3.6 show the results for an entropy estimate based on (2.13). 

Figures 3.8 through 3.10 show corresponding estimates based on (2.12). In all cases, the 

estimates show an improvement over the image data and the Wiener estimate. Depending 

on the performance measure used, the entropy restorations show an improvement of 8% to 

30% over the Wiener estimate. The restorations due to (2.12) show an improvement of 8% 

to 26% over the Wiener estimates. In most cases, the amount of improvement due to (2.12) 

or (2.13) are approximately the same. The difference between the two transformations is 

where the improvement occurs. In the entropy estimate, the error is proportionally higher 
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along the rectangle versus the background. Figure 3.7 shows the restoration of the rectangle 

in detail. The entropy restoration shows the sides of the rectangle to be slightly steeper 

indicating increased resolution. The error in the pixel values along the rectangle is also 

higher, but such errors are less noticeable in an astronomical object. The estimate from 

(2.12) also shows a tendency toward this behavior, but to a lesser degree. 
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Figure parameters Restoration 
Mean absolute 

error 
Mean relative 

error 
NMSE 

Figure 3.4 

^noisc ^biur 4, 

Ensemble = 50 

Image data 1.721 0.028 3.787 Figure 3.4 

^noisc ^biur 4, 

Ensemble = 50 

Wiener 1.912 0.033 2.269 

Figure 3.4 

^noisc ^biur 4, 

Ensemble = 50 Entropy 1.760 0.026 2.286 

Figure 3.5 

O^noisc ~ 5, CTbiur 4, 

Ensemble = 50 

Image data 4.876 0.089 7.253 Figure 3.5 

O^noisc ~ 5, CTbiur 4, 

Ensemble = 50 

Wiener 3.445 0.061 4.952 

Figure 3.5 

O^noisc ~ 5, CTbiur 4, 

Ensemble = 50 Entropy 2.692 0.043 4.182 

Figure 3.6 

C^noisc 10? O^blur 

Ensemble = 50 

Image data 8.704 0.162 17.526 Figure 3.6 

C^noisc 10? O^blur 

Ensemble = 50 

Wiener 4.717 0.083 7.918 

Figure 3.6 

C^noisc 10? O^blur 

Ensemble = 50 Entropy 3.549 0.058 5.729 

Figure 3.8 

^noisc 1' ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 50, a = .9 

Image data 1.714 0.027 3.917 Figure 3.8 

^noisc 1' ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 50, a = .9 

Wiener 1.820 0.031 2.370 

Figure 3.8 

^noisc 1' ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 50, a = .9 (2.12) 1.506 0.023 1.795 

Figure 3.9 

noise 5, CTblur 

Ensemble = 50, a = .9 

Image data 4.572 0.082 7.990 Figure 3.9 

noise 5, CTblur 

Ensemble = 50, a = .9 

Wiener 3.042 0.053 5.228 

Figure 3.9 

noise 5, CTblur 

Ensemble = 50, a = .9 (2.12) 2.392 0.039 3.898 

Figure 3.10 

*^nuisc 10? ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 50, a = .9 

Image data 8.790 0.164 17.787 Figure 3.10 

*^nuisc 10? ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 50, a = .9 

Wiener 4.556 0.082 6.959 

Figure 3.10 

*^nuisc 10? ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 50, a = .9 (2.12) 4.192 0.071 5.365 

Table 3.1 - Figure parameters and corresponding error results for rectangle object. 
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Figure 3.4 - Restoration of rectangle object with entropy and noise CT = 1. (Top) Sample 

of image ensemble. (Middle) Wiener estimate. (Bottom) Entropy estimate. 
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Figure 3.5 - Restoration of a rectangle object with entropy and noise CT = 5. (Top) Sample 

from image ensemble. (Middle) Wiener estimate. (Bottom) Entropy estimate. 
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200" 

100" 

150 200 250 0 100 

Figure 3.6 - Restoration of rectangle object with entropy and noise a = 10. (Top) Sample 

of image ensemble. (Middle) Wiener estimate. (Bottom) Entropy estimate. 
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200t 

00- -

50--

130 150 140 160 

Figure 3.7 - Close up of rectangle objects with different levels of noise. The image is 

indicated by a dotted line; the Wiener restoration by a dashed line; and the entropy 

restoration by a solid line. (Top) CT = 1. (Middle) cr = 5. (Bottom) a = 10. 
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Figure 3.8 - Restoration of rectangle object with (2.12) and noise cr = 1. (Top) Sample 

from image ensemble. (Middle) Wiener estimate. (Bottom) Restoration using (2.12). 
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200--

100- -

50 100 150 250 0 200 

Figure 3.9 - Restoration of rectangle object with (2.12) and noise cr = 5. (Top) Sample 

from image ensemble. (Middle) Wiener estimate. (Bottom) Restoration using (2.12). 
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Figure 3.10 - Restoration of rectangle object with (2.12) and noise a = 10. (Top) Sample 

from image ensemble. (Middle) Wiener estimate. (Bottom) Restoration using (2.12). 
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200T 
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Figure 3.11 - Close up of rectangle objects with different levels of noise. The image is 

indicated by a dotted line; the Wiener restoration by a dashed line; and the (2.12) 

restoration by a solid line. (Top) CT = I. (Middle) a = 5. (Bottom) a = 10. 
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3.5 Restoration of Triangle Objects 

Two superimposed triangle functions were estimated using the entropy 

transformation (2.13) at three different noise levels (cr = 1, 5, 10). Figures 3.12 through 

3.14 show the results of these restorations. All cases exhibit an improvement over the 

Wiener guess. The improvements range from 30% to 50% depending on the performance 

measure used. The increased performance is directly linked to the decreased blur used to 

create the images. This allows higher fi-equencies to be restored in the object. Figures 3.13 

and 3.14 also hint at the error tendencies outlined in section 3.2. In figures 3.13 (middle) 

and 3.14 (middle), considerable variability is observed in both the triangles and 

background. Figures 3.13 (bottom) and 3.14 (bottom) show less variability and the 

variability increases with increasing gray level. This reflects the tendency toward constant 

relali\ e error in the entropy estimate. 
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Figure parameters Restoration Mean absolute 
error 

Mean relative 
error 

NMSE 

Figure 3.12 

^p.oisc 1 ^ ^blur 2, 

Ensemble = 50 

Image data 0.868 0.015 .0387 Figure 3.12 

^p.oisc 1 ^ ^blur 2, 

Ensemble = 50 

Wiener 0.456 0.008 0.121 

Figure 3.12 

^p.oisc 1 ^ ^blur 2, 

Ensemble = 50 Entropy 0.247 0.004 0.061 

Figure 3.13 

•^noisc 5, CTblur 2, 

Ensemble = 50 

Image data 4.022 0.070 8.111 Figure 3.13 

•^noisc 5, CTblur 2, 

Ensemble = 50 
Wiener 1.332 0.022 1.359 

Figure 3.13 

•^noisc 5, CTblur 2, 

Ensemble = 50 Entropy 0.928 0.015 0.606 

Figure 3.14 

^noisc 10? ^blur 2, 

Ensemble = 50 

Image data 7.241 0.129 31.869 Figure 3.14 

^noisc 10? ^blur 2, 

Ensemble = 50 
Wiener 2.145 0.037 3.704 

Figure 3.14 

^noisc 10? ^blur 2, 

Ensemble = 50 Entropy 1.558 0.025 2.033 

Table 3.2 - Figure parameters and corresponding error results for triangle objects. 
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Figure 3.12 - Restoration of triangle objects with entropy and noise a = 1. (Top) A 

sample from the image ensemble. (Middle) Wiener estimate. (Bottom) entropy estimate. 
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Figure 3.13 - Restoration of triangle object with entropy and noise CT = 5. (Top) Sample 

of image ensemble. (Middle) Wiener estimate. (Bottom) Entropy estimate. 
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Figure 3.14 - Restoration of triangle objects with entropy and noise CT = 10. (Top) Sample 

from image ensemble. (Middle) Wiener estimate. (Bottom) Entropy estimate. 
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3.6 Restoration of a Star Field 

The rectangle and triangle objects allow a close examination of object and 

background on a quantitative level, but leave much to be discovered on a qualitative level. 

•A star field is a much better object to examine for qualitative performance. Figures 3.15 

through 3.17 show three estimates due to (2.13) with noise levels of CT = I, 5, 10. These 

entropy estimates show improvements of 5% to 13% over the Wiener guess. In the higher 

noise cases, the entropy estimates appear sharper. Figures 3.19 through 3.21 show three 

estimates due to (2.12) at noise levels cr = 1,5, 10. These estimates exhibit an improvement 

of 7% to 15% over the Wiener estimate. As with the entropy estimates, the estimates also 

appear sharper than either the image data or Wiener estimate. Additionally, the entropy 

estimates are sharper than the corresponding estimates due to (2.12). Figure 3.18 illustrates 

the effect of increasing size. As the ensemble size is increased, the NMSE decreases. The 

biggest decrease occurs for an ensemble size of 5. Further increases drops the NiVISE more, 

but to a lesser degree. 
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Figure parameters Restoration 
Mean absolute 

error 
Mean relative 

error 
NMSE 

3.15 

^noisc 1 ? CTblur 4, 

Ensemble = 20 

Image data 1.802 0.028 6.931 3.15 

^noisc 1 ? CTblur 4, 

Ensemble = 20 

Wiener I.55I 0.027 3.114 

3.15 

^noisc 1 ? CTblur 4, 

Ensemble = 20 Entropy 1.479 0.025 2.710 

3.16 

'^noi.sc 5, CblLir 4, 

Ensemble = 20 

Image data 4.556 0.079 15.079 3.16 

'^noi.sc 5, CblLir 4, 

Ensemble = 20 

Wiener 1.996 0.034 5.196 

3.16 

'^noi.sc 5, CblLir 4, 

Ensemble = 20 Entropy 1.879 0.031 4.652 

3.17 

O^r.oisc 105 ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 20 

Image data 8.420 0.150 40.527 3.17 

O^r.oisc 105 ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 20 

Wiener 2.279 0.039 6.604 

3.17 

O^r.oisc 105 ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 20 Entropy 2.086 0.035 5.839 

3.19 

G'noisc 11 ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 20, a = .9 

Image data 1.524 0.025 4.894 3.19 

G'noisc 11 ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 20, a = .9 

Wiener 1.550 0.027 3.104 

3.19 

G'noisc 11 ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 20, a = .9 (2.12) 1.441 0.024 2.636 

3.20 

Cynoisc 5, CTblur 4, 

Ensemble = 20, a = .9 

Image data 4.404 0.077 13.017 3.20 

Cynoisc 5, CTblur 4, 

Ensemble = 20, a = .9 

Wiener 2.005 0.034 5.223 

3.20 

Cynoisc 5, CTblur 4, 

Ensemble = 20, a = .9 (2.12) 1.852 0.031 4.626 

3.21 

CTnoisc 10^ ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 20, a = .9 

Image data 8.259 0.148 38.212 3.21 

CTnoisc 10^ ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 20, a = .9 

Wiener 2.263 0.038 6.672 

3.21 

CTnoisc 10^ ^blur 4, 

Ensemble = 20, a = .9 (2.12) 2.075 0.034 5.869 

Table 3.3 - Figure parameters and corresponding error results for star field. 
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Figure 3.15 - Restoration of a star field with noise a = 1. (Top left) Original object. (Top 

right) Sample from image ensemble. (Bottom left) Sample from Wiener estimate 

ensemble. (Bottom right) Entropy estimate. 
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Figure 3.16 - Restoration of a star field with noise a = 5. (Top left) Original object. (Top 

right) Sample from image ensemble. (Bottom left) Sample from Wiener estimate 

ensemble. (Bottom right) Entropy estimate. 
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Figure 3.17 - Restoration of a star field with noise CT = 10. (Top left) Original object. (Top 

right) Sample from image ensemble. (Bottom left) Sample from Wiener estimate 

ensemble, d) Entropy estimate. 
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% 

Figure 3.18 - Effect of increasing the ensemble size using normal noise with CT = 10 and 

cTbiur = 4. (Top left) A sample from ensemble of images which has NMSE = 40.127. (Top 

right) Entropy restoration with ensemble size of 5 yielding NMSE = 6.095 (Bottom left) 

Entropy restoration with ensemble size of 10 yielding NMSE = 5.985. (Bottom right) 

Entropy restoration with ensemble size of 20 yielding NMSE = 6.056. 
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Figure 3.19 - Restoration of a star field with noise a = 1. (Top left) Original object. (Top 

right) Sample from image ensemble. (Bottom left) Sample from Wiener estimate 

ensemble. (Bottom right) Restoration using (2.12). 
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Figure 3.20 - Restoration of a star field with noise a = 5. (Top left) Original object. (Top 

right) Sample from image ensemble. (Bottom left) Sample from Wiener estimate 

ensemble. (Bottom right) Restoration using (2.12). 



Figure 3.21 - Restoration of a star field with noise a = 10. (Top left) Original object. (Top 

right) Sample from image ensemble. (Bottom left) Sample from Wiener estimate 

ensemble (Bottom right) Restoration using (2.12). 
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3.7 Information Density and the Entropy Filter 

In the case of a gray scale transformation given by a log function, equation (3.12) 

may be rewritten in terms of information density. Utilizing /' = T'O' + N', \he filter can 

be rewritten 

= 
T'ip'L) 

(3.24) 

where L = F. r.{ln(o)} . By multiplying the numerator and denominator by T(|)o, we get 

a.. = 
T 

(3.25) 

The last of the three factors is simply 1 - e"^ so the resulting equation is 

1 
A.„ (3.26) 

The equation for minimum error (3.8) can also be transformed into information 

density language. By substituting the filter into the equation for minimum error, we get 

•p,- (3.27) 

This can be rewritten with the information density as 
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3; 

= jdi -c 
<̂ n 

(3.28) 

As with the Wiener filter, the integrand decreases with increasing information density due 

to the exponential factor. But unlike equation (2.39), the other factor is much more 

complicated involving both the object and noise statistics. 

For a typical restoration, the graph of the integrand reveals some insight into what 

contributes to the error. Figure 3.22 demonstrates the effect of increasing normal noise. 

Three different levels of noise and a blur of CT = 4 corrupt a rectangle. At all levels of noise, 

the main contribution to the minimum error occurs at low fi-equencies and high frequencies. 

The contributions at low frequencies are due to the broad background in the object so these 

errors are spread out in the restoration. The high frequency contributions occur over the 

comparatively small edges of the rectaiigle making them much more noticeable. 
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Figure 3.22 - Error as a function of frequency for the restoration of a rectangle object at 

three noise levels and ensemble size of 50. (Top) cr =1. (Middle) cr = 5. (Bottom) cr = 10. 
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3.8 Entropy Approach to Blind Deconvolution 

Until the point in the derivation, we have assumed that a series of images are 

available so that I and (f>- can be formed. In addition, an initial guess at the object is 

required so that F can be formed. Typically this guess is created using inverse filtering or 

VV^iener filtering. Both approaches may require the point spread fijnction t(x) or transfer 

function T(^. If the point spread function is not accurately known, it needs to be estimated 

prior to filtering. The problem of filtering i(x) without knowledge of t(x) is called the blind 

deconvolution problem. 

In order to estimate the point spread fiinclion, we first need to note that the role of the 

object o(x) and the point spread fianction t(x) are identical in the imaging equation. Since 

the convolution operation is commutative, we should be able to estimate the point spread 

function in the same manner the object was estimated. 

Following the derivation in section 3.1, we assume tliat the point spread estimate 

f^(.v) has the form 

w h e r e i s  t h e  i n v e r s e  o f  a  c o n t i n u o u s  o n e  t o  o n e  f i a n c t i o n  f. We seek an estimate that will 

minimize the error 

(3.29) 

mm (3.30) 
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After substituting (3.29) into (3.30). we get 

e = î \ flLr[/(/(.r)) (.r) ® /(.v)]' y = min (3.31) 

In frequency space, the convolution changes to multiplication 

e = ̂ ]c/^f-r/|'^ = min (3.32) 

where F = F . T . { f { t ) )  and r^=F. T. {/^}. Expanding the integrand and taking the 

expectation of each term individually yields 

T. 

e= +r,V^^,-V ,{lF-)-r,{r f)] (3.33) 
—r. 

where = ̂ 1^1^ • The Euler-Lagrange solution of (3.33) satisfies 

-r,r;^, -r,(/f>-r;(/•/=•)] = ̂ [#,  + r,r>, -r,(/F-)-r;(/-f)] 

(3.34) 

d c d V j - ^  '  '  '  '  o l f  

This complicated expression simplifies considerably when the derivatives are carried out, 

0=r^(Z>,-(/'F) (3.35) 

By solving for the filter, we get a closed form expression. 
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_UZ> r, = (3.36) 

Using the power spectrum of the object and noise yields 

( r r )  

We can produce the estimate using a variation of equation (3.29) 

R7(A-) = F.r.-'{/-'(r^/)} (3.38) 
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Figure 3.23 - Blind deconvolution filtering assuming a point spread function guess and an 

ensemble of images. 

3.9 Restoration using Entropy Blind Deconvolution 

To illustrate the performance of the blind deconvolution algorithm, the diagram in 

figure 3.23 was used to create the object estimate • A guess of the PSF is obtained 

by observ ing an isolated point source in the image data or some other method. In this paper 

a Gaussian point spread function was chosen. Some authors [35] refer to this as semi-blind 

deconvolution since the form of the PSF is known. The guess and the image data are used 
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to form the ensemble average (^^') and the filter function Ff. This is used to filter a 

sample of the image data via (3.38). To obtain the object estimate , the estimated 

PSF (.v) is inserted into the entropy filter along with an object guess obtained from 

the PSF guess. In our simulations, we attempt to restore a 128 by 128 pixel test pattern 

which has been blurred by c = 4. 

Figures 3.24 through 3.31 show blind deconvolution restorations at noise levels of 

a = 1, 5 with different guesses for the PSF. In only a few cases, is the error in the entropy 

estimate less than the error in the estimate based on the guess. All of these cases are when 

the PSF guess has more blur than the actual PSF. Despite this problem, the entropy 

estimates are more visually pleasing than either the image data or the restoration obtained 

from the guess. Perhaps this explains the use of qualitative performance measures 

championed by some authors [35], 

The poor performance is due to the error tendency discussed in section 3.2. In using 

entropy to estimate the PSF, backgrounds and other low pixel values are restored well. 

Higher pixel levels have proportionally higher error. In a PSF. if this error occurs at the 

zero frequency the entire background is restored incorrectly. Since the background of an 

astronomical image dominates the picture, the performance measure will reflect this 

problem. To the human eye, this problem is less noticeable. In normal deconvolution this 

problem is irrelevant since the PSF is assumed to be known . The background is restored 

directly and not through a point spread function. 
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These problems are not unique to the entropy approach. All blind deconvolution 

approaches suffer form problems when the PSF estimate is in error. Making assumptions 

about the PSF and enforcing constraints on the PSF during the iteration process avoids 

these errors. Since the intent of our algorithm is to avoid an iterative algorithm, such 

assumptions were not made in the restorations. 
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Figure parameters Restoration 
Mean absolute 

error 
Mean relative 

error 
NMSE 

Figure 3.24 

•^noisc ~ 1T ^blur ~ 4, 

cTgucss = 3, Ensemble = 20 

Image data 2.009 0.029 25.622 Figure 3.24 

•^noisc ~ 1T ^blur ~ 4, 

cTgucss = 3, Ensemble = 20 

Guess 2.156 0.034 I7.II5 

Figure 3.24 

•^noisc ~ 1T ^blur ~ 4, 

cTgucss = 3, Ensemble = 20 Entropy 8.690 0.148 21.475 

Figure 3.25 

C^noiso 5, CJblur 4, 

cTguc^ = 3. Ensemble = 20 

Image data 5.03 0.083 39.633 Figure 3.25 

C^noiso 5, CJblur 4, 

cTguc^ = 3. Ensemble = 20 

Guess 2.791 0.044 22.249 

Figure 3.25 

C^noiso 5, CJblur 4, 

cTguc^ = 3. Ensemble = 20 Entropy 8.594 0.147 22.742 

Figure 3.26 

'^noisc 17 ^blur 4, 

CTgucss = 3.5, Ensemble = 20 

Image data 2.015 0.029 25.550 Figure 3.26 

'^noisc 17 ^blur 4, 

CTgucss = 3.5, Ensemble = 20 

Guess 1.844 0.029 14.184 

Figure 3.26 

'^noisc 17 ^blur 4, 

CTgucss = 3.5, Ensemble = 20 Entropy 4.152 0.069 14.399 

Figure 3.27 

•^noisc 5, CTblur 4, 

CTgucss = 3.5, Ensemble = 20 

Image data 5.02 0.083 39.393 Figure 3.27 

•^noisc 5, CTblur 4, 

CTgucss = 3.5, Ensemble = 20 

Guess 2.832 0.046 20.115 

Figure 3.27 

•^noisc 5, CTblur 4, 

CTgucss = 3.5, Ensemble = 20 Entropy 4.275 0.072 17.832 

Figure 3.28 

^noisc ^ • ^blur 4, 

CTgucss = 4.5, Ensemble = 20 

Image data 2.011 0.029 25.576 Figure 3.28 

^noisc ^ • ^blur 4, 

CTgucss = 4.5, Ensemble = 20 

Guess 2.379 0.038 15.295 

Figure 3.28 

^noisc ^ • ^blur 4, 

CTgucss = 4.5, Ensemble = 20 Entropy 3.437 0.055 17.055 

Figure 3.29 

CTnoisc 5, CTblur 4, 

CTgucss = 4.5, Ensemble = 20 

Image data 4.999 0.082 39.063 Figure 3.29 

CTnoisc 5, CTblur 4, 

CTgucss = 4.5, Ensemble = 20 

Guess 3.215 0.053 20.229 

Figure 3.29 

CTnoisc 5, CTblur 4, 

CTgucss = 4.5, Ensemble = 20 Entropy 2.525 0.039 16.982 

Figure 3.30 

^noisc ~ 1» ^blur 4, 

Cgucss = 5, Ensemble = 20 

Image data 2.006 0.029 25.661 Figure 3.30 

^noisc ~ 1» ^blur 4, 

Cgucss = 5, Ensemble = 20 

Guess 3.015 0.049 23.415 

Figure 3.30 

^noisc ~ 1» ^blur 4, 

Cgucss = 5, Ensemble = 20 Entropy 6.945 0.112 37.021 

Figure 3.31 

^noisc 5, CTblur 4, 

CTgucss = 5, Ensemble = 20 

Image data 4.993 0.082 39.031 Figure 3.31 

^noisc 5, CTblur 4, 

CTgucss = 5, Ensemble = 20 

Guess 3.508 0.058 23.639 

Figure 3.31 

^noisc 5, CTblur 4, 

CTgucss = 5, Ensemble = 20 Entropy 4.252 0.069 20.559 

Table 3.4 - Figure parameters and corresponding error results for blind test pattern. 
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Figure 3.24 - Blind deconvolution of a test pattern with noise cr = 1 and blur cr guess = 3. 

(Top left) Original test pattern. (Top right) Degraded test pattern. (Bottom left) 

Restoration with Wiener filter using PSF guess. (Bottom right) Restoration with entropy. 



Figure 3.25 - Blind deconvolution of a test pattern with noise <t = 5 and blur ct guess = 3. 

(Top left) Original test pattern. (Top right) Degraded test pattern. (Bottom left) 

Restoration with Wiener filter using PSF guess. (Bottom right) Restoration with entropy. 
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Figure 3.26 - Blind deconvolution of a test pattern with noise ct = 1 and blur cr 

guess = 3.5. (Top left) Original test pattern. (Top right) Degraded test pattern. (Bottom 

left) Restoration with Wiener filter using PSF guess. (Bottom right) Restoration with 

entropy. 
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Figure 3.27 - Blind deconvolution of a test pattern with noise CT = 5 and blur a 

guess = 3.5. (Top left) Original test pattern. (Top right) Degraded test pattern. (Bottom 

left) Restoration with Wiener filter using PSF guess. (Bottom right) Restoration with 

entropy. 
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Figure 3.28 - Blind deconvolution of a test pattern with noise <t = 1 and blur a 

guess = 4.5. (Top left) Original test pattern. (Top right) Degraded test pattern. (Bottom 

left) Restoration with Wiener filter using PSF guess. (Bottom right) Restoration with 

entropy. 
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Figure 3.29 - Blind deconvolution of a test pattern with noise CT = 5 and blur cy 

guess = 4.5. (Top left) Original test pattern. (Top right) Degraded test pattern. (Bottom 

left) Restoration with Wiener filter using PSF guess. (Bottom right) Restoration with 

entropy. 
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Figure 3.30 - Blind deconvolution of a test pattern with noise cj = 1 and blur CT guess = 5. 

(Top left) Original test pattern. (Top right) Degraded test pattern. (Bottom left) 

Restoration with Wiener filter using PSF guess. (Bottom right) Restoration with entropy. 



Figure 3.31 - Blind deconvolution of a test pattern with noise a = 5 and blur CT guess = 5. 

(Top left) Original test pattern. (Top right) Degraded test pattern. (Bottom left) 

Restoration with Wiener filter using PSF guess. (Bottom right) Restoration with entropy. 
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C H A P T E R  4  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 Summary 

In this paper, an innovative method for restoring images has been described. As a 

precursor to this description, the distinction between enhancement and restoration was 

described in Chapter 1. A review of classical and iterative restoration algorithms was 

covered in Chapter 2 to clarify the role that the entropy algorithm plays in the literature. 

The classical algorithms were transformed in terms of information density to allow 

comparison to the entropy algorithm described in this paper. 

Chapter 3 details the derivation of the generalized filter and the error tendencies of 

the entropy filter in particular. Numerous restorations were presented to illustrate the 

performance of the filter in comparison to the Wiener filter. In all cases, the results were 

shown to be superior to the Wiener filter in terms of error statistics and qualitative 

resolution measures. 

In sections 3.8 and 3.9, both the PSF and object were estimated. This approach to the 

blind deconvolution problem was shown to be promising when compared to the image data 

qualitatively. Unfortunately, the numerical performance measures are less than satisfying 

due to the error tendencies described in section 3.2. 
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4.2 Concluding Remarks 

The closed form positively constrained maximum entropy approach fits into tvvo 

different streams of image processing thought. By minimizing an error norm, the approach 

falls into place among classical linear processors such as the Wiener filter. By using an 

estimate of the form (3.2), the approach is a maximum entropy estimate. It seems as though 

we can have the best of both worlds by avoiding the iterative approaches inherent in 

entropy estimates and the negativity possible in linear approaches. 

The language of information density allows us to compare the entropy filter to the 

Wiener variants. All of the filters outlined in chapter 2 have y and l-e''^ factors. It is 

reassuring to know that the entropy filter (3.26) also has these factors. The y factor does 

the bulk of the deblurring. The factor modulates the effect of noise in this 

deblurring, but to an e.xcessive degree. Equation (2.52) includes another factor in the 

geometric mean filter. The parameter y allows the user to modify the filter based on 

information density. By contrast, the entropy filter (3.26) also has a third factor but of the 

fomi . The factor ^ depends only on the information density and thus T, (j)o, 

and ({)n. The factor depends only on O and (j)o meaning that the object guesses get 

incorporated into the filter directly. If a bad guess is chosen, one can't expect much in 

return. The closer the object guess is to the real object, the better the restoration will be. 
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Figure 4.1 - Error tendency for triangles objects with a = 10 and an ensemble size of 200. 

(Top) Relative error of entropy estimate (solid) and Wiener estimate (dotted). (Bottom) 

.A.bsolute error of Wiener estimate (solid) and entropy estimate (dotted). 

The error tendencies discussed in section 3.2 can be demonstrated graphically. The 

rectangle and triangles objects were estimated at a noise level of a = 10 and an ensemble of 

200 images. The mean relative error and mean absolute error were calculated at each point 

o\er the ensemble. Figure 4.1 illustrates the error tendency for the triangle object. 

Excluding the large error due to high frequency edges in a high noise environment, the 
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mean relative error of the entropy estimate and the mean absolute error of the Wiener 

estimate are essentially constant. The mean relative error of the Wiener estimate and mean 

absolute error of the entropy estimate are not nearly as constant due to the wider triangle of 

the object. 
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Figure 4.2 - Error tendency for rectangle object with cr = 10 and an ensemble size of 200. 

(Top) Relative error of entropy estimate (solid) and Wiener estimate (dotted). (Bottom) 

.Absolute error of Wiener estimate (solid) and entropy estimate (dotted). 
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Figure 4.2 demonstrates the same tendencies for a rectangle object with cr = 10 and 

an ensemble of 200 images. The two peaks correspond to the hard edges of the rectangle. 

Note the difference between the errors between these peaks. The mean relative error of the 

entropy estimate is constant, but the mean relative error of the Wiener estimate increases 

significantly between the edges of the rectangle. The same behavior is observed between 

the peaks when comparing the mean absolute errors. This is precisely the error tendencies 

discussed in 3.2. 

The large error at high gray levels makes it difficult to regard the entropy approach as 

a restoration approach. The question that remains is does this relative error tendency 

enhance or damage the perception of the images. In section 3.2, we pointed out that 

Weber's Law implies that errors in high gray levels are less visible to the human eye than 

equivalent errors in low gray levels. The star restorations demonstrate that the errors 

actually seem to enhance the estimate by making the edges seem sharper. The backgrounds 

have less error enabling faint sources to stand out. Overall, this leads to an entropy estimate 

thai is more pleasing to the eye than the Wiener estimate and quantitatively better by a 

significant amount. The tradeoff is that some points in the field may actually err more than 

the Wiener estimate or even the image data. So the estimates are enhanced, but perhaps not 

restored. This is not surprising considering that the closed form maximum entropy 

approach utilizes image enhancement techniques (gray scale transformation) and image 

restoration techniques (Wiener filtering and maximum entropy estimation). 
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Applying closed form maximum entropy to the blind deconvolution problem shows 

promise. The edges of the test pattern appear sharper and the isolated points in the pattern 

are visible. Due to errors in the background, the performance measures are less than 

spectacular except in a few cases were the initial estimate contains more blur than the 

actual PSF. This problem can be mitigated somewhat by choosing initial guesses for the 

PSF that are blurred more than the actual PSF. Additionally, the algorithm is closed form 

and much faster than even one pass of an iterative algorithm. 

4.3 Future Work 

Much work remains to be done on the blind deconvolution approach. The nature of 

the entropy approach lends itself to an iterative approach. At each step of the iteration, the 

estimates of the PSF and object can be used as a new guess . Equations (3.37) and (3.12) 

can be used to alternately be used to estimate the PSF and object. An approach similar to 

this was attempted in the non-blind deconvolution problem but faced a major problem. As 

was evident in the restorations of the rectangle and star field objects, the entropy approach 

yielded restorations that were higher in error fro higher pixel level. At each step of an 

iteration algorithm, this tendency is enforced resulting in iterated that grow rapidly in the 

neighborhood of higher pixel levels. Within only a few iterations, objects in the field 

increase far beyond the normal pixel range of [0,255]. An iterative entropy algorithm faces 

this problem to an even greater degree since both the PSF and the object are being 

estimated. It is hoped that by enforcing constraints upon the energy in the estimate or the 

support of the estimate, meaningflil results might be obtained. 
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